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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
So you’ve just got engaged and are on the hunt for a wedding photographer
(and getting started early so all the best ones don’t get booked up). But
perhaps you’re not sure how to determine which one is right for you. To
help you out, we’ve drawn on our years of experience to collate the top 20
questions you should ask a prospective wedding photographer before you
hire them.
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What is your experience
photographing weddings
as a main/solo shooter?
It might be a no-brainer to ask
about their experience as a wedding
photographer. But what you really
want to know is their experience as
a lead shooter and ability to take
charge on the day itself. Second
shooting is a great way to get
experience as a photographer but if
you’re trusting someone to capture
images that will last a lifetime, you
want to know that they have the
people and organizational skills to
get the job done.



It might not be a deal-breaker but it’s always nice to know that a photographer
is familiar with your venue and knows all those secret little spots for couple
portraits. They’ll have an understanding of logistical issues, such as getting
there and parking and have probably built up a rapport with the staff and the
venue’s wedding coordinator. 

Have you photographed
at my venue before? 020202

If you’re having a cultural or religious wedding, finding a photographer with
experience is a good idea. It will give you peace of mind that they’ll
understand what’s going on and be in the right place at the right time to
capture all the moments. They’ll already be familiar with the traditions and
customs and won’t step on any toes throughout the day.

Have you photographed a similar
culture/faith wedding as mine?030303



Could you show us a full
wedding gallery similar
to our type of wedding?
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To get an idea of the images you
might come away with, ask to see an
entire album from a couple’s wedding
day in a similar style to your own. A
photographer will always share their
best work online but you also want to
see the types (and amount of) images
that don’t make the website cut.

This isn’t always the easiest question for a
photographer to answer but if they’re confident in
their approach, they’ll have one ready. You might
want to be more specific by asking them how they
handle certain situations or what their overall
philosophy is as a wedding photographer. 

How do you approach a
wedding...what’s your vision?
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Do you have liability
insurance, a business license
and backup equipment?

060606
While it’s easy to fall in love with a
photographer’s work, you want to know
that if things do go wrong, they’re covered
and/or have a backup plan. You want the
peace of mind that their business
operations are legal and that they’ve
thought far enough ahead that they can
respond to even the worst-case scenarios.

When you hire a wedding photographer, their job isn’t just to show up on your
special day, turn on the camera and snap away. Quality photography means
planning and preparation...weeks (if not months) before the wedding day. So
ask what you can expect from them after you sign the contract and pay the
deposit, all the way through to receiving your images and beyond.

Can you give us an overall idea of what your
client experience is like?



You might find this kind of information on the photographer’s website but it’s a
good idea to clarify it during your meeting…and make sure you’re actually talking
to the photographer who will shoot your wedding. If you’re paying for a second
photographer, make sure it’s someone with relevant experience and not just a
friend of a friend who’s trying to get their foot in the door.

How big is your team/studio and
who will you use as your second
photographer/assistant? 
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It’s always worth asking if there’s any “wiggle room”, particularly if you’re having
a wedding during the off-season or on a weekday. But it’s important to respect the
photographer’s pricing and don’t change your budget or requested inclusions during
the meeting. Most photographers are willing to be flexible to work out a price that’s
reasonable for both parties but it’s important to establish that you can afford the
photographer before having a meeting. 

Is your pricing set in stone? 090909
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What info do you need
from us to ensure you
capture everything that’s
important to us?

111111

A photographer should have a game plan
for shooting your wedding, whether that
be a questionnaire they ask you to fill out
or a final meeting where you’ll go over all
the important details. Always check what
information they need from you to do
their job and establish how they will
utilize that to capture all the images you
want.

If you’re ready to commit, check how much of a deposit is required to secure
the booking and when the remaining balance is due. There should always be a
contract with the essential info, terms and conditions included so there are no
surprises and both parties are comfortable with the agreement.

How can we book?



What if you’re sick on our wedding
day? 

Unfortunately, sometimes situations arise that are out of our hands. So does your
photographer have a back-up plan if they can’t capture your wedding and how will
you be compensated. It’s a worst-case scenario but something your photographer
should have considered. Do they have a network of trusted colleagues that could
step in and how will they minimize any inconveniences and emotional hardship on
your end.

121212

If you’re having a black-tie event or a themed dress code, you don’t want your
photography team turning up in something really inappropriate. So just check what
their usual attire is and make any suggestions if you’d like them to blend in with
your chosen theme.

What do you and your team wear
on the wedding day?131313



How do we know you’re
going to show up to our
wedding and be
professional?
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These are questions you might not feel
comfortable asking outright and will
probably be addressed by reading online
reviews from past couples. But if at any
time during your meetings you’re having
doubts about their trustworthiness, don’t
be afraid to ask if they’ve ever turned up
late or missed a wedding for any myriad
of reasons. 

Once you’ve established how many hours of
photography you want, check with your photographer
what will happen if things are running a bit late and you
still have moments you want captured. Will they be
packing up their camera until you pay them the
additional hour or are they flexible enough that 30
minutes overtime is reasonable? It’s always a good idea
to establish this beforehand to avoid any awkward
situations or the risk of receiving a bill for the
additional coverage when you should be enjoying your
honeymoon.

How strict are you on your hour
and what’s your policy/rate for
overtime?
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How will we be able to view,
share and download the
images?

161616
In this digital age, it’s important to
understand exactly what you’ll be getting
from your photographer and how you can
access your photos. Will they be released
via an online gallery that’s password
protected where you can view, share and
download them? Or perhaps they’ll be on
a USB drive. Make sure it’s outlined in
the contract so there are no surprises.

Hopefully, the timeframe for the delivery of photos will be outlined in your
contract so there are no surprises or misunderstandings. But if you’re not sure
(or your photographer is giving you a vague deadline), clarify this and get it in
writing. Also, check what will happen if the deadline is not met and any
compensation that they will offer, such as free prints or an upgraded album. 

You also want to ask roughly how many photos you will receive, which will
usually depend on your photography coverage and the overall wedding day
schedule. If you’re ordering an album, double check on the delivery time of
this as well and the process of picking out your preferred shots!

When will our photos be ready and how many will
we receive?



In most cases, both you and your photographer will share the copyright to your
photos so you can print them and use them as you wish. But it’s important to check
that this is outlined in the contract…and understand that your photographer will
also be able to use them to better their business by sharing them on their website
and social media posts. 

Do we own the copyright of our
wedding photos? 181818

Always check if the photographer will retouch the images before sharing them with
you and what level of retouching they will do. This can range from color correcting,
cropping, and fixing the white balance to removing wrinkles and taking out
distracting items in the background. Editing is a time-consuming process and while
some photographers will do it themselves, others will outsource the job to editing
professionals. While most photographers will include some level of retouching in
their quoted prices, additional retouching may be extra. 

What kind of retouching will you
do to our wedding photos?191919



THANK YOU!THANK YOU!THANK YOU!
I hope these questions help you in your search for the perfect photographer

for you. It's easy to get caught up in gorgeous photos, but having a
professional photographer you get along with is just as important as the

photos. It's also good to know what to expect from your wedding
photographer and the photos so that you aren't disappointed later on. I

know this is an important day for you and I wish you the best on your hunt
for a photographer.

 
If you'd like more information on wedding photography you can schedule a

quick consultation at this link.
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Will you back-up our
wedding images?
This is an important one because all
that money you spend on a wedding
photographer is going to be
completely wasted if there’s a
technical failure and your images are
lost. So check if they will back-up
your wedding images and for how
long this back-up will be available
(which should be outlined in the
contract). This doesn’t mean that you
shouldn’t back-up the photos yourself
as soon as you download them, either
to your own computer or external hard
drives. 

https://msgsndr.com/widget/booking/LwJcQAhl35HkSr8TQu1L


https://marikosearing.com/

